Tbilisi tour
From 09:00-13:00

During the tourguest will visit:
Metekhi Church of the Blessed Virgin. Metekhi Church of the Blessed
Virgin – is built in the fifth century and rebuilt in the 13th century. From
there it is shown the panoramic views of the old town which tourists will
explore during the next few hours. There is also a statue of King Vakhtang
Gorgasali - founder of Tbilisi.
In the old town recently has been made cabbines, which connects the new
park with Rike Narikhala fortress. For a few minutes you will be traveling by
cabbines and enjoy an unusual view of Old Tbilisi. From the upper ropeway
station you will overlook the old city and the botanical garden.

District sulfur baths and Legvtahevi – is located in the center of the
city. By the legend the foundation of Tbilisi became from hot sulfur springs.
There were also conducted archaeological excavations,
and were found ancient strata of the city. Through the area Passes the
rivulet of Legvtahevi. Her beautiful canyon was hidden for decades, and
only now has been reconstructed - returned to its historic appearance.
Meydan - central square of the old town, which was formerly a
commercial center of the city and nowadays is currently surrounded by cafe
bars.

From 17:00-20:00
Cathedral Trinity (Sameba ) – Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, called as the
"Millennium Building". Sameba is the largest Orthodox cathedral in Georgia
and the Caucasus. It represents a synthesis of cross-domed and centraldomed church. The height of Cathedral is 100 meters.

Narikhala fortress – exists since the mid-4th century. The fortress is built
on a hill, therefore there is a splendid view of the old city.
Rustaveli Avenue formerly known as Golovin Street, is an avenue in
central Tbilisi named after the medieval Georgian poet, Shota Rustaveli. The
Avenue starts at Freedom Square and extends for about 1.5 km in length,
before it turns into an extension of Kostavas Kucha (Kostava Street).
Rustaveli is often considered as the main thoroughfare of Tbilisi due to a
large number of governmental, public, cultural, and business buildings that
are located along or near the Avenue. The former Parliament of
Georgia building, Kashveti Church, the Simon Janashia Museum of
Georgia (part of the Georgian National Museum), the Tbilisi Opera and Ballet
Theatre, the Rustaveli State Academic Theater, the Rustaveli Museum, and
the Georgian Academy of Sciences, among others, are all located on
Rustaveli.

